
Mobile Archery Range Set-Up Instructions 

To watch a video on the instructions visit: http://safearchery.com/howto  

WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO WATCH THE VIDEOS! 

1. Set out gray tarp under the area where you would like the archery range to be placed. Make 

sure there are no sharp objects that could damage the range. 

2. Remove the straps and unroll the Hoverball blowup piece, with the air sleeve towards the right 

back of the setup. 

3. Attach the inflation attachment to the green blower unit by using the straps to tighten the 

sleeve around the blower unit (squeeze the metal buckle piece to adjust). Next, turn it on. The 

Hoverball blowup piece will then inflate. 

4. Use stakes provided in the side pocket of bag or 5 gallon pails with water to secure the unit.  

5. Place the balls above the cones of air. 

6. Set up the Pop-Up Tent (instructions below).  

7. Assemble and string the bows. 

8. Assemble the bow and arrow stand with the white PVC pipe (pictures included) and place the 

arrows in the holes. Hang the bows as shown in pictures. 

9. Put the two feet mats with the arrows pointing towards the range about 15 feet away. This is 

where the participants will shoot from. Use the cones to mark areas.  

10. Use the black box as a table to place in between the mats. Put on safety glasses and wrist 

guards on the box.  

11. Make sure everyone wears safety glasses and wrist guards. Enjoy and have fun! 

Setting up the Pop-Up Tent 

1. Remove the metal stand from the tall black travel bag. 

2. Gradually pull apart the metal legs. Place the 4 corners of the blue tent fabric over the legs and 

align the middle with the peak on the metal. 

3. Keep pulling the metal legs apart. The middle will start to rise up as they are pulled apart. 

4. Once it is completely apart, Velcro the blue fabric piece onto the metal legs. 

5. Push down on the red button to change the height of the legs. Pull them higher until you hear a 

click of them locking in place.  

6.  Attach the white mesh side(s) found in the front flap of the long black bag to the tent frame 

using the Velcro straps. These will help keep the arrows confined and move safely toward the 

backdrop.  

7. Use either the stakes provided in the Tent Kit or 5 gallon pails with water to secure the pop-up 

8. Depending on conditions and location, you can use the Pop-Up Tent in one of these two ways: 

a. If very confined space, the pop-up can be set up touching the backdrop/inflatable range 

and archers stand outside and shoot through the pop-up tent. 

b. For normal use, the pop-up can be set so that the shooters stand underneath it with 

about 15 feet to the targets with a gap between the pop-up and backdrop. 

http://safearchery.com/howto


 

Mobile Archery Range Take-Down Instructions 

To watch a video on the instructions visit: http://safearchery.com/howto  

1. Take down the balls and place them in the large Ziploc bag with the glasses and wrist guards. 

2. Turn off the blower unit and let the Hoverball blowup piece deflate and collapse on itself. (Hint: 

You will need to help the piece collapse by pushing the air towards a vent. Laying down and 

rolling on it helps) 

3. Make sure the mesh square is on top when you have it deflated. Fold it in on third from the 

back side, making sure to get all the air out of it. Use the small sweep to brush off any debris 

4. Fold in one third from the opposite site, use the small sweep to brush off any debris  

5. Fold one side over the other which should reveal black shiny material, sweep again 

6. Move to the air sleeve side, and tightly roll up the Hoverball blowup piece. Sweep debris as 

necessary as you roll. 

7. Place the straps over the rolled Hoverball blowup piece. Place the blowup piece and the blower 

unit in the bag. 

NOTE – We are only storing the range, tarp and blower in the bag – the rest in the black box! 

8. Take apart the bows and put the strings in small Ziploc bags, then place the strings in the bigger 

Ziploc bag.  

9. Disassemble the bow and arrow stand and place pieces in the black box. Make sure you place 

all the pieces back in the box as well. An inventory list is provided to help you keep track of the 

pieces. 

Taking Down the Pop-Up Tent 

1. Take the white mesh siding off.  

2. Remove Velcro straps from the top of the metal legs. 

3. Click the red button to lower the metal legs. 

4. Begin to push the legs together. 

5. After it begins to collapse, remove the blue fabric top from the metal legs and fold it up. 

6. Continue collapsing the metal legs until it is completely folded together. 

7. Place the metal legs in the long black bag. Place the white mesh siding and blue fabric top in the 

front flap pocket of the long black bag. 

8. Put the stakes back in the mesh bag and return them to the black box  
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